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A Long History of Guidelines for 
the ‘scholars of elegant taste’

“Ideally, the late Ming literati would have liked to 
disappear into the dao, freed of all external 
encumbrances. Nevertheless, they lived in busy 
cities and were in contact with traders and 
manufacturers. Happiest in each other’s 
company, they established certain rules of style 
and taste by which they could be identified as a 
separate group.”

- James C. Y. Watt



The important 
differentiation:

ya ( 雅 )
That which is elegant, 
refined, and distinguished

su ( 俗 )
That which is vulgar, 
common, or unexceptional



A Long History 
of ‘Guidebooks 
for the scholar 
of elegant taste’

• They enable us to get to know the criteria for the choices 
in artistic matters of the cultured Chinese classes

• They provide information on the technical nature of the 
materials and methods used to manufacture the various 
objects illustrated, as well as the methods employed to 
restore and preserve them (and on the mounting of 
paintings and calligraphy scrolls

• They made it possible to grasp the meaning of an often 
abstruse technical terminology, a knowledge of which 
offers an irreplaceable basis for Chinese-art students 
seeking to avoid complete reliance on visual data.



The Oldest Text: Wénfáng sìbao (文房四宝)

Treatise on the Four Treasures of the Scholar’s Studio, by Su Yijian (958-996 CE)



Dongtian qinglu ji (洞天淸祿 ):
“Record of the Registers of the Cavern Heaven”
(between 1027-1190)

• Ten sections that did not include ceramics:
• Ancient lutes (qin)
• Inkslabs
• Ancient bronzes
• Stones with strange forms
• Miniature screens
• Brush holders

Written by Zhao Xigu (趙希鵠), date uncertain, ?? As late as 1200?

• Water containers
• Ancient manuscripts and original 

specimens of calligraphy
• Ancient and modern rubbings
• Old paintings



Discourse on Various Desirable Old [Things]
• Subjects: 

1. Ancient zithers
2. Ancient calligraphy
3. Ancient bronzes
4. Ancient paintings
5. Ancient tablets and rubbings
6. Ancient inkstones
7. Precious objects
8. Metals
9. Ancient porcelain
10. Ancient lacquer
11. Textiles
12. Rare woods ... stones ....

Gè Gŭ Yào Lùn -各古要论

Ts’ao Chao

(Cao Zhao)
of whose life very little 
appears to be known 1388 CE



Zhangwù zhì (长物志) (1637)

On Superfluous Things:
• zhangwù (长物) = ironically, originated as 

expression of disdain for worldly possessions
• 12 volumes: 

• buildings & rooms -17 chapters
• flowers & trees -43 chapters
• water & rocks -18 chapters
• fish & fowl -11 chapters
• calligraphy & painting -26 chapters
• chairs & beds -20 chapters
• utensils -58 chapters
• clothes & ornaments, boats & carriages, 

display of works of art, vegetables & fruits, 
aromatics & tea

Wen Zhenheng
(1585-1645)

committed suicide at the fall of the 
Ming Dynasty



A Scholar’s Studio
“Tang qi lian zhi” 

[Harmonizing Energy with Nature] 
Woodblock print illustration, 

Kangxi Era



A Scholar at his 
Painting Table:
Composing 
Poetry (1649)

by Chen Hongshou



The Ranking of Collectible Ceramics

According to the Essential Criteria of 
Antiquities (1388), ceramics should be 
ordered as follows:

• Chai ware
• Ru ware
• Guan ware
• Dong ware
• Ge ware
• Xiang ware (crackle-glazed 

stonewares)
• Ancient Korean ware
• Ancient Ding ware
• Jizhou ware
• Ancient Cizhou ware
• Fujian ware
• Longquan ware
• Ancient Raozhou ware
• Hezhou ware

According to the Treatise on Superfluous 
Things (late Ming), ceramics should be 
ordered as follows:

• Chai ware
• Guan ware
• Ge ware
• Ru ware
• Ding ware
• Jun 
• Longquan
• Xuande ware
• Shufu ware
• Yongle ware
• Chenghua ware



The most prized ceramics:
• Ding ware, named for Dingzhou, a 

large region in the north of Hebei 
Province

• Ru ware comes from the north, 
made for imperial use, iron oxide 
oxides and turns pale green

• Guan ware, literally ‘official ware’ 
manufactured under direct 
imperial control at the S. Song 
capital of Hangzhou

• Ge ware, ‘older brother ware’ from 
a family of potters

• Jun ware from Henan province 
appeared at the N. Song court, 
turquoise & purple glazes, thickly 
potted

Ding

Ru Guan

Ge

Jun

Song Ceram
ics



- Eng Lee Seok Chee

• “It was always a 
combination of material, 
form, colour and finishing that 
determined an object’s 
legitimacy as worthy of 
Literati attention …”


